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 Then you get a looping version. It has a free version and a pro version. 3. Jinga is a mobile app for sharing music. You take a video, hit a button and you get music or loop. 4. Lyra is a Facebook app for audio. It’s a new release but I have already used it. It’s a free app for sharing audio. It has a toolbar that you can control the brightness, volume and other stuff. 5. iSound is a free app for iOS. It’s an app
for creating music. You can select a style of music and it produces the right beats. 6. Loops is a free app for iOS. It’s a no. Of machines app for Mac. Loops produces loops for a wide range of instruments.Q: Why does this syntax not work? While I've only started working with c++ in a month or so, I have never seen something like this. int& anInteger = x; Why doesn't this work? A: You have a syntax

error. Declaring a reference before the point of use is completely invalid. int i; int& iReference; iReference = i; // error: no int-to-int conversion Because you are assigning an int value to a reference which does not make sense, references are not ints. If you have an int value to assign then there is no need to declare the variable as a reference. Edit: Also I need to point out that int& aReference = x is
perfectly valid since you are assigning a reference. FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION MAY 21 2013 82157476af
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